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MR. NESSEN: In this first part, there are 

some things that I have to say on some related matters 

under the regular briefing rules -- not for filming or 

taping or anything and then we will bring out our 

guests and you can go on with the filming and the taping. 


As you know, we had planned that Mrs. Ford 
would go to Martinique with her husband, the President, 
and she will not be going to Mart~nique. For the past 
12 years, Mrs. Ford has had a periodic minor back problem 
which causes her some discomfort. Mrs. Ford's back dis
comfort has flared up again in the past two days after 
not having it for about a year and a half, and causes her 
some discomfort in her neck and lower back. 

Dr. Lukash feels that she needs rest and suggested 
that she stay in Washington and continue some rather 
minor treatment which includes hot packs, diathermy and 
massage. Dr. Lukash expects that this problem will 
resolve itself in the next few days and that on Monday, 
she will resume her regular activities. 

Q Ron, is the First Lady having any discomfort 
or trouble with the treatment that she is taking after 
the cancer surgery? 

MR. NESSEN: No. I was going to go on to say, 
Tom, this is not related in any way to her operation 
and will not interfere in any way with the treatment she is 
receiving of the chemotherapy treatment. 

Q Can you be more specific about the nature 
of the back problem? 

MR. NESSEN: It is called osteoarthritis and as 
I say, she has had it for 12 years, although no discomfort 
for the last year and a half and in the last two days
she has had some. 
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That is one announcement. 

Number two: some of you have expressed interest 
in reaction to the OPEC decision as reported in the press. 
Just very frankly, the only reports that the White House 
has received so far have been press reports and I just 
don't feel that we can say anything about the OPEC 
agreement until we have seen more details of it and can 
analyze it and make some specific comment on what has 
been reported. 

MORE 
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I want to give yqu a S9hedule item sq,you can 
plan a little bit ahead. On Thursday, the l:9th of 
December, the Presidertt;will go from the White House.to., 
Alexandria, Virginia-- to the railway station in Alexandria - 
to participate in the official announqement ~eremony of the 
American Freedom Train which is part of the Bicentennial 
Celebration. 

The President is scheduled to leave the White 

House next' Thursday at 10: 30 a. m., and speak at the 

Alexandria railway station at about, 11 0' clocJ<. 


We will post a little explanation of wh9-t the 

American Freedom Train is and how it fits into the 

Bicentennial Celebratio~.· 


We have two small personnel announcements which 

are being posted. 'One is an Assistant Secretary of Housing 

and Urban Development, William I ..Greener, of Springfield, 

Virginia, afid we are posting his biography; and another 

Assistant Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, 

Thomas G. Cody, of Annapolis, M~ryland. Also, his 

biography is being posted. 


Now, two announcements: The President has 
decided he'will sign the Saff;1 Drinking Water Act which 
has been passed by Congress. The President also has 
advised the Leade~ship of Congress that ,he cannot 
acceptthe~strip ~ining legislation currently under 
consideration. 

To talk to you ,about those two decisions, we, 
have with us Frank Zarb, who is the Executive Director 
of the Energy Resources Council; John Quarles, who is 
Deputy Administrator of the Environmental Protection 
Agency; and John Whitaker, who 15 Under Secretary
of Interior. 

Q Ron, may we file on Mrs. Ford now? 

MR. NESSEN: I would rather, not, WaIt .• I 
think it is too confusing. 

Just so you will understand why the Secretary 
of Interior'is not here, he is out of town, but Mr. 
Whitaker fully represents his views. 

Are people going ,to file or not because we 
will have to call'. I thought I saw somebody leave. 

Q Ron,one other.question. 

MR. NESSEN: Russ 'Train is also out of town,', .. 
but Mr. Quarles fully represents his views. 
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Q What about the departure Saturday? 

MR. NESSEN: Some members of the staff may come 

to see him off but there is essentially no departure 

ceremony. 


Q No statement? 

MR. NESSEN: As far as I know at this moment, no. 

Q One other question ab,out pending legislation. 

MR. NESSEN: Yes, Howard~ 

Q Has the President made a decision yet on 
what to do with the bill that would turn the Nixon papers 
back to the Government? 

MR. NESSEN: No, no decisi6n y~t. 

Okay. With that> Frank and Mr. Quarles and 

Mr. Whitaker. 


MR. ZARB: I suppose you may have heard earlier 
today that some Members of Congress have be'en indicating 
that the President has reviewed the current status of the 
surface mining legislation on'the Hill and has decided that 
if the bill gets here in'its current form that he will veto it. 

The purpose of this 'briefing is to explain the 
thinking behind that statement and we probably ought to 
explain the fact, also, that there has been an increasing 
amount of inquiry, both from the Hill and from the press 
corps, as to what is the Administration's position on this 
bill anyway. 

The President this morning met with a number.of 
his top advisers that relate to energy and the economy. He 
asked each to describe the benefits and the minuses that 
would be brought to bear on energy and the economy should 
the bill become law. 

Each participant in the meeting gave a full 
description of the pluses and minuses as he saw it. 
The President had some further que~tions and then finally 
came to his conclusion. Our principal problem with the bill 
is really its adverse impact on domestic coal production. 
Let me just explain that for a moment. 

We are right now at a time in a very de~p national 
problem with respect to energy. We are in the ;'final stages 
of putting together a program to solve the energy problem 
on an orderly short-term and long-term basis. There are 
a number of provisions in this bill which are terribly 
ambiguous and make it virtually impossible to fully 
calculate the impact on coal supplies. 
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Now, whilefr may have beeR popular, and certainly 
would have made thiS! presentation a lot easier, to have 
recommendred to the President that he sign it, I don't 
think that :we can, -6n the one hand, tell the American , 
peopl~ ~that' we are going to' reduce our import oil levels 
by a~ leas-tamillion barrels a day' in a' year and at the same 
time ,\go 'along with legislation' that we thirik will seriously 
impair oti~ ability to get there. 

.. .-1· 

N'ow, you, k~ow there is a direct relationship between 
our use of coal 'a'ndour oit, imports. ' All: of .o~r ' 
current energy requiremen'ts cannot be met by domes'tic sources. 
If we are going to ma~e a serious dent in conservation away 
from imports, :c.oal is gering, to hav,e to playa 'mighty important,
role. ," , ,-,' , ' 

which I think is impor1:~nt is 
that in OU!;l deliberations for a natl.onalenergy ,pjan we . 
see in two roles: 'The extent to which 'we can get.' it 
burned in a way that is - not endangerousto hea'lth in" 
increasing amounts,we will be able to supplement coal for 
import'ed oil. ' In addition to that,' it is the"United States 
insuranc,e policy. We can't insure our oil sl.ipply .b~cause 
of'th,es-iz-eable- amounts of oil that is iniport~d fr.o~ abro,ad. 
We'cartno1:: even say that our ability to bring 'on nucl'eaf., 
power rapidly is' an assured supply, but coal is 'there," 
it is under our cOJ':'.mand and we should be able to 
mine it arid burn it with environmental restrictions 
and standards, both with respect to'the minin~ 'a~pects 
and to til,e burning aspect~.' , 

Now, let's talk about the impact of the bill. 
The bill is 160 pages long. We have got all kinds' of 
experts who have been ,trying to study its impact,. I 
must tell you that it is virtually impossible the way the 
bill is worded to come to a conclusive statement of real 
impact. Energy experts don't agree, the lawyers don't 
agree. The words in many provisions are going to be 
dependent upon how the c~urts w;i.ll hold. 

FEA estimates said that at the outset the,' impaci; . 

will be as' low as: 14 million t,ons, as high as 50 million 

tons a year. They further predict that going into 1977 

we could go as low as 48 million tons, as high a,S 141 

million tons. Now, having said that, they also footnoted 

it as everyone else has, and the, range of est'imates' ' 

that we have gotten have been in' some c'ases lower than this 

and in some cases very much higller than this. 


, .. 

The footnote ,says that because of the ambiguous 

aspects of: the bill and becaus'e we are going to go thro~gh 

two year or thr~e y'e~t"s of :'making law in the courts, we 

have no way of saying 'to 'you ,-- meanirig me' -!"" that we 

can properly and carefully give yOU a planning number 

as we go into the development of ,our ~ergy policy. 


MORE 
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I want to,uriderline'one other thing, and ,then we 

can go to questions: I' pers'onallY feel very strongly .._ 

and I speak for my',colleagues"'- that ',we need t,o have s.ur-: 

face mining leg~slation that will r~glllq.te all aspeot$ 

of' surface mining qndwe do ,intend -:- we do not haye a bill 

this session -- we do intend to submit $imilarlegislation 

with our energy message next year. ' We want to have sur

face mining legislation ,but, the legislation we want, we 

want' to be specific and precis,ein its, defini"tionsof", 

te~s, in its regul~tory,requirements. 


We want 'the ~sp~cts of regulation and the process, 

to be good due process but clear as to its result. 


, We won r t b~ prepared to go into all the detail. 
One provision of the existing bill provides for citizen 
suits. Now, citizen suits are a good part of a process, 
such as regulating this kind,of activity. '~ut this one 
is unique and this, ope says that after the party has gone 
through all of the regulatory aspects and has satisfi~:~ the 
regulatories -- whoever they may be -- and the State people 
and so on--has all the things satisfied an4 gets his license~ 
citizens suits can stiil be brought to shut down the ongoing
mine operat'ion. " 

Now, it is our view that' citizen suits shoui'd 
be allowed. The proce~s should in'elude :the capability, ;: 
for any citizen to intervene while'the operator is pursuing 
his permit but having satisfied all the requirements and' 
going through all of the necessary steps, so long as nothing 
has changed with respect to the operation of the mine, we 
think that this provisi,on would simply be unpredictable 
in its impact on coal prqQuction. ' 

I think we are ready for, ques~ions. 

Yes, sir? 

Q Mr. Zarb, y,ou said at the meeting this morning, 
there was discussion about the benefit of'energy in the 
economy. Was anybody f~om EPA at the meeting and ,what was 
the discussion about--environmental, damage ,that might 
occur from unregulated strip mining? 

MR. ZARB:There was, somebQdy from EPA at the 
meeting and I will let him speak for himself, John 
Quarles, the Deputy Administrator .' 

HR. QUARLES: Would you repeat the question? 
"":>

Q At the meeting this morning, were ,you 
asked the ext,ent of enviromental 'qamage that 'might be 
implied 'in the continuing lack of, regulations 'for the 
next three or four years' from strip mining,?" 
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MR. QUARLES: Yes. I think it is impossible 

to quantify the extent of environmental damage that 

results or will result from t.he ~ack of regulation in any 

measurable-trerms , but it is the 'belief of EPA, and I think 

all others, .that unregulated strip lI\ining for coa·l does 

entail enviromental damage. . 


. I presented to the President, as effectively as 
was .abJ,.e, arguments in support of the 'bill. At the 

same time, dtlring the discussion, I recognized the arguments 
that were presented in regard to the. potential effect·· of 
the bill in reducing possible production of coal and 
the judgIrientcame'by the President-in regard to ba,lancing 
those two. I believe that t~ere was a fair and full 
presentation of the envirome-ntal advers~_' side in the 
event -that no strip mining legislation is enacted immediately. 

'.
Procedurally, how come the White House is announcing 

its intention to veto before the bill is all the way through 
Congress, number one? 

Number two, does Mr~ Whitaker's ~nd Mr. Quarles' 
presence testify that they supported the' bill and recommended 
it be signed or that they were against the bill? It sounded 
like Mr. Quarles was for the bill and 

,t-
recommended it be 

signed. 
. 

, .c,' 

. ,." . .

••.i Lastly, you say that the" impact will be on pro
duction and yet, by the National Coal Association's 
conservative figures, there are 16' billion tons of coal 
that have been locked up at least and not mined -- other 
groups put the figure over 20 billion, tons,-~ so ~hy all 
of a sudden are you so concerned about ,production when you 
have not even touched 16 billion-pius tons of coal in the 
W~st? . . 

MR. , ZARB: Weil,let .mehandle your easy
questions_in ,order. -. , 

The first, with respect to pr>oQ.,edure •. The 
President asked -- and my colleagues can -talk for themselves· 
in just a moment -- asked each Of us to lay' out, as I said 
earlier, the pluses and the minuses and didn't,a,tthe 
outset, ask for a vote before he got into deliberations 
regarding sUbstance and_ each had an opportunity to speak. 
carefully and completely. 

Now, I mig'ht add that each had both :.his set of 
pluses and minuses and they were very simila,r. 

MORE 
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It was a kind of decision where you racked up 
all the pluses and the minuses and the goal became very close 
no matter how you looked at it or what'your point of view 
was, and I think everybody in that room recognized that. 

With respect to your second question, you have 
raised a very, very good question. Why do we stand here 
today 'after 50 years of neglect of a national energy policy? 
I canJt,answer that completely. I can say that we now, today, 
have to make some decisions which near-term, either in 
conservation or in resource development, a~e not going_to 
make everybody happy. I daresay some of them are going to 
make everybody a little bit unhappy. I will go further to 
say that the decisions made near-term are probably going 
to have real payoff 10 or 15 years from now because we 
are reversing our national program that lost us our indepen
dence in the energy business and"as a result, has implica
tions with respect to national security and so on. I think 
that answers your questions. 

Do you want to add something? 

MR. WHITAKER: George, to use your last point, you 
say why inhibit production if there are ~6 billion tons und~r 
lease? There are about 15 1/2 billion Federal tons under lease 
that is not the point,though. We have half the free world's 
coal supply and it is kind of like a mouse and this whole room 
is cheese. The point is that the biting has already started. 
We are talking about inhibiting present mining plans that are 
now in existence and so that the production cut would be very 
real. We can argue about how much but we are not going to 
argue about that there will be some. 

-With regard to the long-term question, I think it is 
a fair one. The question I would like to amplify on -- we are 
working right now toward a long-term leasing policy. Of the 
15 billion tons now under lease, we would agree in a modern 
environmental age of the last five years that two to three 
billion of those tons, you might say, are environmental no-nos 
and will not be leased. About 6 billion tons are under active 
plans for mining by 1980 and the balance is not. It is that 
part that is under lease but there are no plans to mine between 
now and 1980 which we would characterize as speculative and 
unwarranted, and that is the policy we hope to direct with 
more due diligence provisions. 

Q My point was that you are objecting to the bill 
on the grounds of a comparative minute 100 million tons when 
by your own rundown of just Federal coal -- you have not even 
counted the private coal -- you are talking about an untapped 
load of 6 billion. So the point of 100 million compared to 
6 billion seems to be -

MORE 
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MR. WHITAKER: I don't think the comparison is 
releva~t. It is not how .. ~uch \!Ie have, it is how much is 
ab6ut~to~b~'min~d and is presently under mining or planned 
for'mi~ing"is what counts and that is what the figures from 
1975 to'i980"on'production that will be lost, we feel, if 
you:pais ihis'bill~ 

", ~. .. 

Q' . And the s~'con9. question was not really answered. 

Did you recommend signing the bill ·or vet,oing, the bill? 

';MR.'WHITAKER: Secretary ,Morton recoJllJJlendedthat 
the President sign the bill. His reasons were primarily 
that he had a great concern that he might n,ot" from the next 
Congress, get a bill that would be more in bala:nce, we feel,. 
than the"present bill. I concurred in that and reflect'ed 
the Secretar~'s view. 

i." 

, , ,:t'"think the .President' s bottom line in' this thing 
really 'bcHIed:' down 't'O -- Look, we really have contr,ol over 
one of ouF: 'bti~EH~6u-r'ces, coal. We don't really· have a 
complete control over oil because of the Arab s~tuation; 
we certainly don't over natural gas because Congres:s should 
have deregulat~dit'som.e 'time ago to bring product,ion up. 
All we have' got left 1S' coal and we don't want to restrict 
the options that he~ "ls"going to be getting this, weekend from 
Camp David and 'so 'on to solve this problem. 

Tbe Pres~~en:t ,is willing to take on.the position that 
is refle'ct'ed ",; I,thiI1k,through the medi,a and the, tele,vision 
that there, is: ju;s't·sbmethi.ng terrible ab(;:>ut strip. mining. 
Sure there' is something tel'rible about strip mining and we 
want to correct it but we feel we have got to do it in a 
balanced W;'.lY and he, has to. bite that bul1et and :,h~' has got 
to makepecple ~ride~Gtand the. energy tradeoff when we; do 
this. The tin:~·ofEq.rth Day and those thing~ is over., it 
is time to get this more balanced'" 

Q How about you,Mr .. Quarles; didyo~;:recommend' 
against it or for it? 

MR. QUARLES: Let me say I think that this issue 
is by no means an easy issue and ther~ are tradeoffs that 
are involved in balancing the energy and environmental and 
other conside:rations. President Ford asked me ,itO a<;ldress 
this issue from the envirO,nmental viewpoint, and from that,· 
viewpoint we reoommended that the bill be signed •. We 
recognize'that there are uncertaint~es as to the effect· 
that the bill will have on coal production, that there are 
possible ambiguities whiqh, based on our experience under 
the Clean Air Act and in'regard to other leg,islation that' 
is extremely ,l~ngthy and compl~x, will in all'likelihood'; 
lead to litigation and that the effects of that litigation 
are uncertain. 
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, Oonsequently, tnere is difficu~ty in estimcitirig -:the 

effect of this bill 'with regard to futur~ coal p~oduct{on. 

We have noindepertdent ability within'theEnvironme~tal< 

Protection Agency to assess the "likelihoods of future coal 

production and have not developed figures of 'our own as 'to 

the probable impact of this bill. We also recognized the 

'~ncertainties as to What developments will occur in the" 
next Congress and whether it will be pos'sible to develop 
legislation through the next Congress that is more precise 
and 'more carefully defined'. 

Certainly, however, I think it is well known that , 

the Environmental Protectio'n Agency isdeepl'y concerned' over 

the effects of :unregulated 'strip mining and we have worked> 

to obtain legislation that would be responsive to that need. 

We have some aggressive legislation which now is coming out 

of Congress; it is not as carefully defined as ,we would like 

but on balance from our viewpoint we recommended tha:t the 

bill be supported. ' 


I would simply say once again, as .I said before, 
that we felt that there was'a very full, free and open 
discussion of the issues from all viewpoints and I feel that 
we had an adequate opportunity to present to' the President 
our views and the strength of those views. 

'Q Where have you been during the monthsan~ 
months that,this bill has been grinding through Congress? 
Why weren't you able to work for a more precise bill this 
time? 

MR. ZARB: Well, I refer you to a letter dated Novem
ber-19 which was part of a long, long process of negotia
tions signed by Secretary Morton and sentt6 
Congressman Udall which outlines in just about four pages 
just about the things that we have described here giving 
the ambiguous aspects of the bill which we thought needed 
to be tightened up so that we would have a better fix on 
what it meant and what it meant in production. 

Q I have a couple of questions. 

Q If you c0uldn't 'get the bill tightened up with 
this Congress, how do you expect to do it with the next. 
Congress which on the surface is much more environmentally
inclined than the President? 

MR. ,ZARB: Tho'se that thoUght the bill oug'ht to 
be signed almost invariably have thought right along that ' 
the main reaso'n for doing so was to take what' we have' arid' 
not take the risk of a more restrictive bill 'in terms of 
production next session. 
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Q Mr. Zarb 

MR~ ZARB: Let me just finish this because I think
this is. important. . 

I have said earlier and said during my confirmation 
hearings. that if we are not prepared, and line~n this sincerely, 
to face up to the issu.es :that prevail :within the energy problem, 
or crisis or· whatever you prefer to call it -_ if we are not 
prepared to face up to what it really means and to develop a 
plan that ~e and the Congres's, the environment~l people and _. 
the energy ,people and the economic people can work together 
and agree on balanced solutions~ it is my view that we can.get 
the' energy jOb.done and'we don't need at·all·to abandon our 
goals in;the environment or·to do things that are seriously
going to disrupt the economy. 

Q Did you recommend veto or signing in your job
as EPA nominee? .r; 

MR. ZARB: I recommended to the President that he 
veto the bill~ 

~ Is ~his going to be an outright veto or a
pOcket v-eto?

.. MR. ZARB: I don't: know. lam nota legislative __ 
I am mobile and I just don't know. 

Q ,Mr. Zarb, could I follow up on·that with justOne question .. 

Q The 'bill:ds not here yet. 

MR. ZARB:That is right, the bill is not here yet. 

Q Do you have any reading from the Hiil as to 

what the prospects for its being overriden are if he were to 

veto it? 

'" 
M~. ZARB: I really don't know. Maybe that is being

examined. I think it is important though and somebody did 
raise a question earlier and I didn't mean to do some fancy
footwork around it, I just. forgot' it. 

There has been a cry, Where do you stand, Adminis
tration? I think we ought to stand up and be c9unted when 
we are faced,with serious legislation that is going to be a 
serious part of our national energy future. 

Q It is kind of late in the game. Were you hoping 
that the whole thing would get bogged down and you would not
have to veto it? 

.MORE 
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MR. ZARB: I guess what we have been hoping right 
along was that the material that Secretary Morton sent to 
the Hill would be accommodated. 

Q Mr. Zarb, on this meeting this morning can yo,u 
tell us who attended the meeting and out of that group who 
recommended vetoing the bill apart from yourself? 

MR. ZARB: Well, not only do I not know whether I 
am allowed to say things like that but I don't remember 
exactly who was there and would not be able to make sure I 
had everybody in, and I don't remember their votes. I really 
don't. I can remember one or two. I remember my colleagues 
here and that is why they are with me. 

Q Was the preponderance of the voting in favor of 
vetoing? Is that how the President made up his mind, or did 
he decide with the minority? 

MR. ZARB: Let me answer your question this way. 
The President asked for substance. The question of how you 
would 'go I don't think was ever specificallY raised, or 
let's-take-a-vote type thing. The President asked each for 
his opinions of the benefits and the losses and in each 
present.ation there was an implication. of where that fellow 
or the other fellow came out. 

The President made his decision based upon substance. 
He said, I am not prepared to make a decision which will limit 
the flexibility of our design of a national energy program at 
a time when energy and development of energy is so critical to 
our future. He also pointed out that we will go back with the 
next Congress and we will submit a surface mining bill that we 
think has all the protections that are in here but more pre
cisely defines the various words and we won't have to wait for 
three years of litigation before all the law is made. 

Q What is your estimate on coal production from 
all sources over the next two years in the absence of this 
bill and if this bill had passed, the range of it? 

MR. ZARB: Okay. 750 million tons in 1977 is about 
a reasonable gue~~. I would hope that we are going to push 
that higher. 

Q I am sO.rry. Is that .with or without the bill? 

MR. ZARB: That is without it. 

I am really hopeful that in our program as we put 
it together and announce it shortly after the first of the 
year that we are going to be doing some things that can help 
that systematically and coincidentally with the new strip 
mining bill. 

MORE 
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...~ ~ ., . 

'. ~,.f.. '. #'1 '.., ".,:... '. : : _~~. ~ 
Q I am sorry~.. What would it have b.een had. the 

. bill-passed? 

MR. ZARB: Well, toe ,rEA e~timates in 1977 say that 

the bill-wO~ld reduce th~~,some.where between 4-8,million and 

1~1 million tons. 'Now there Jare'about four barrels ",of. oil 

per ton and you ca'n ~ake your ,own equa.tion as· to :t\ow ·much we 

have togo back to import.s, if 'we .hadthat.kind of l-Oss, but· 

that rea'lly is not the,iinportant' thing., ~.ny st~ip .mining . 

bill that we have and t'hat "we wil'i propose is going to have 

a loss and we are prepared to accommodate-, that':loss. 


- . " .. ', -." .. 

What we want is a bill which will give us an 
opportunity to calculate the exact l~j.tsf.,of t-nat loss 
and hopefully it will be reasonable in terms of what we are 
all tI"ying to achieve -- an9 not have, a·.bill so' _open' in its 
provisions that We coul.d p~' i.rt 'a,: position o·f doubling that 
141 which is a pos:sibili~yl.. Ciepending upon·: t~e cou;r:'1:s .. ~_ how the 
courts will hold. ,. . 

Q Mr. Zarb is it the loss that causes the deci

sion this way or the :.v~ili~ne~E! ,'the doubt. ,about the size 'of 

the loss?·- : . '."" 

MR. ZARB:':~ The 16sB.at' th~se levels __ if we cOll'ld -be 
convinced' that we a~e' tal,kingabout-somewhere between 48 and 
141 and maybe it will come' out to 70 or 80, t.hen I think .we 
would say,'well, that is thepr.ice.we are going to have to pay 
for strip mining legislation; and I for ,one would probably be 
prepared to buy off on that <. 'The, problem arises when' due to 
the language -- and we have in that letter of ,the 19th four 
good examples' of catego:ries --'dependUig upon how the litigation 
goes, we could easily double or pe~haps triple that number. I 
don't think that is the way we ought to head into a piece of 
energy legislation when this nation is facing th,e kind of 
problem it is facing. . 

Q Just to be fair on that Noyember, 19 letter, 
that wa's sent up to the conferees after they had agreed before 
the recess to take up only one section; namely, the" written 
consent~ So the Administration's Objections came very late 
in the game as the conferees noted. They said the eleventh 
hour and they said -- thi~ ~s me talking -- that they could 
not take somethlng up when they had agreed among themselves 
before the recess to deal with only one section. 

So my quest.ign . .is J. how .do you·respond to the 
criticism that 'you 'n~~'er')addressed yoursel~ to the .btll!·wberl' ,",'" 
it was in time to be tinkered with? 
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MR. WHITAKER: That is true, George. This particular 
letter did go out after the conference and they did not deal 
with' any of the issues in ii, they only concentrated on service 
consent in the conference. 

I can't cite and don't have the letters in front of 
me but I can think of three anyway an4, maybe more lE;!tters that 
have,been sent'uparid I would be pleased to supply you with 
those over the last six months or a year on 'that $ame subject. 
Sometimes it is not exactly the same points but some of the 
things we got out. I dontt have them with me. 

MR. ZARB: We will have copies available for you

within 30 minutes. 


Q Mr. Zarb - .... 

MR. ZARB:' Let'me just supplement this with one 

other point that I felt from observin,g the President was 

influential with him in regard to the question about 

uncertainty. 

, .. 
I think there has be~n experience in many regulatory. 

cases where litigation creates a'delay in the administration 
of a regulatory program which can hold back approval of 
projects irrespective of their merits. It seemed· to me as I 
observed the President reviewing the various factors ,presented. 
to him that it was not so much the recognition that .$ome loss, I 

of production would' occur ... - beca,use it is r·eQognized. that there 
is some loss of production which should occur as a result of 
effective strip' mine regulation -- but rather the 'concern that 
in a number of instances a bottleneck in the ,administration 
of the law' where 'a' permit would be re"quired for new projects 
to be begun could hold back the initiation of the projects 
irrespective of their environmental merits. 

Q' Excuse me. Could I just return to a point. 
about the vetoing of the bill itself. 

Since·' the House has already. acted on the bill and 
the Senate is expected to act tomorrow, did the President 
indicate that he would be willing to veto the bill and give 
Congress a.chance to override? 

MR. ZARB: We didn't get into that discussion. 

Q Not at all? 

MR. ZARB: Maybe som7bddy else has the answer, I 
don't have the answE!r •.' , , 
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Q Mr. Zarb, I realize Mr. Nessen has ruled out 
policy comments on theOPECdeci~ion, but given the FEA's 
regulations and given what you know about the 38 cent increase 
by OPEC, technically what does that mean so far as price is 
concerned in the United States? 

MR. ZARB: I really don't know. We saw the report
earlier today. 

Q You have the information of whattnat sort of 
increase would mean in prices, do you? 

MR. ZARB: I will have ,it to you hopefully by the 
end of the day. As I left the office to come down in prepara
tion for what- I knew 'would be some serious questioning, staff 
had reported what was occurring. I asked for their quick 
analysis, they gave me the 38 cent number. I said, is that 
38 cent number clear? They said, there seems to be a differ
ence of opinion between the producing nations and the oil 
companies. I said, get mean answer. 

I don't know. Staff's reaction at the outset was 
that it was a 38 cent increase but they then backed off under 
some questioning as to whether they were absolutely sure that 
that is the way the bookkeeping would occ~r. So we honestly 
don't know and won't until we have studied all of the ramifi
cations. 
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Q Frank, you said earlier -- I don't want 

to hold you too closely to the individual words, but 

you said that -- well, you said that the strip mining 

legislation could interfere with the President's goal of 

cutting back on one million barrels per day by the end 

of 1975 and I draw from that the implication that you are 

thinking in terms of coal substituting for oil wi~hin the 

coming year 1975. 

Now, is that the conclusion that we should draw 
from that? 

MR. ZARB: Well, I think it is safe to say ,that 

as part of our deliberations we have .examined very care

fully how much coal could re'place' oil, particularly in 

the electricity generating business, over the next year, 

the following year and the year after. 


Now, cognizant of the environmental and health require
ments, and knowing of our 'problems of mining and trans
portation in existing parts of tne country--where in 
some cases,we have coal reserves even if it was mined 
we could not do anything with it "because. He don I t have the 

facilities to transport it -- we are convinced tl)at there 

are serious limitafions . 


I think it is also safe to say that as the years 

wear on and as we move away from conventional coal __ and 

even during the years that we are using conventional coal 

and we can strike the safe environmental standard __ we 

are going to be using more coal and then ultimately, 

as we are able to liquify and gassify on an economic 

basis, we are going to be using a lot of coal. 


So, to say that it is one of our key players 

in our fight to become independent again is a safe thing 

to say. 

Q Well, I just wanted to zero in on this 1975 
because you did say kind of forcefully that to tell the 
American people we are going to reduce the oil imports a 
million barrels a day in a year and at the same time, 
support legislation that would -- these are your words 
Hseriously impair our ability to get there:! -- I was 
wondering if you really meant that it would seriously 
impair our ability or was that a little excess rhetoric? 

MR. ZARB: Well, this is the first time I have 
been accused of excess rhetoric but I think you are right. 
It was maybe excess but what I was really trying to say 
was that you just cannot talk out of both sides of your 
mouth in this business. 
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,"1

Coal is important and if we had a strip mining 
bill that was certain and clear and responsive, we would 
have signed it and we could have planned it -- we90uld 
have put it into our plan -- we could have calculated it. 
But we can't sign this, on the one hand, because it happens 
to be popular or I could not recOmmend that because it 
happens to be popular and at the same time, tell the 
American people that we are going to make the kind of 
progress I think in making this transition away from 
oil imports. 

Q To sum up, then your objections to the 

bill are on the basis of it as a threat to longer-range 

energy policy and not to the immediate shortage? 


MR. ZARB: Yes, but don't make longer-range
ten years. 

Q Well, three, four years. 

MR. ZARB: I am talking about the range of a 

two, three, four year period. 


Q How do you handle that uncertainty criticism 
of letting another two years go by without any bill on 
the books? Specifically, Arnold Miller said that although 
he had some reserva~vations about this strip mining 
bill he wanted to end the uncertainty and get on with 

the business of mining coal. 


The American Gas Association, as. represented by 
Congressman Udall, anyhow said it too wanted to end the 
uncertainty and get a less than perfect b~ll and get on 
with the job. 

Now, you have vetoed a bill and it is going to 
take another two years and that much more uncertainty. 
How do you handle that? 

MR. ZARB: Well, first, we have. not vetoed the 
bill. The bill is not here, yet. 

Secondly, the argument on certainty is a good 
one and has been raised. However, the counter to that is 
that these , ~mbiguous provisions are going to lead to 
extended litigation and probably amendments. So, here 
we go again with lawsuits to define what the law really 
means and then. amendments by the Administration to help 
get them clarified which can really take a long time. 

What I would prefer to occur is that we build on 
the record that has been built in this session of 
Congress, we go back to the Congress in the early parts of 
the next session and str;i.}<e an accommodation that really 
all it·is saying is we want to tie down this language, 
we want it more precise as to what it means. 
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If, what it means is, in Qur op1n10n, unreasonable 

or too restrictive, then we will ar.gue that point. But 

if ft is not and it wd.Uld appear that we can tie down wha:t 

they'and we want to accomplish and still ma~e it Unreasonable, 

then we have got a bill and we don't have to wait two 

years. 

Q What is the President's position on the 

surface owner control and reclamation fees? 


MR. WHITAKER: Well, on reclamation fees, we 
didn't like the 35 percent provision for surface and 25 .' , 
of tax below ground. We recognized the problem of orphan 
lands. You, w,ould add somewhere j ..n th~ order of 200, 
$205 million cost, the total bill over $300 million; 
but t~at is the largest single feature, so there 
was a problem with that right there. 

We have testified ~nd been in the position 
right from the begimi.irig on this orphan land thing ~-
that it is a problem, that the country does not have the 
money to solve every pr.oblem that it ,has got and that this 
problem is solvable in the long-run by changes in mining 
technology. 

You get better technology and something that is 
low-grade all of a sudden becomes useful. Once it becomes 
useful again and there is an economic interest involved 
and there is a company working in tnere, I don't think 
there is any chance in our new ethic that that company 
would ever get away without restoring that mine. No 
one will ever again in this· country, as'far as I.can see~ 
ever be able to abandon surface mines the way they have 
in the past. 

Q So where would the litigation come in? 
Could you give us a few illustrations? 

Q Ron, the wire services have already filed on 
Mrs. Ford. May those of us who want to file'on that leave? 

MR. NESSEN: Well 

Q Ron, Mrs. Ford's press office called the others 
without restrictions. That is how it came out .. 

MR. NESSEN: All I"~ght, you Qan file on Mrs .; "Ford., 

Q Can you give us a few illustrations'? 

MR. QUARLES: I don't know that I can give you a 
great extensive number of examples .. I think that he has 
already referred to the citizens suJt provision. .Doyou 
understand that or do you want more-conunent on that? 

Q More specifics. 
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MR. QUARLES: One of the other" provisions, for 
exa~ple, relates to language in ,the bill that would prohibit 

,any'relea'se of sediment frOm the site of the mining operation 
and ,it is widely' regarded' that that is a provision that cannot be 
literally applied. The:re is language, as I understand it, in the 
Conference Committ"ee report reflecting a recognition that ,it 

cann-ot be literally applied but there still wotild be uncer
tainty'as to the 'approach the court might take upon suit by 
an individual citizen. 

Q "Could' tha,t 'not have been worded in the bill 

so that -it could have'g6rie ahead? 


MR. QUARLES: Yes, I think this is exactly the 

point. There is some feeling that there may be a number of 

provisions' t~at cbut~ have been phrased in the bill more 


Q Why waste all that time, because we need it. 

MR. QUARLES: The President dOes not have an 

opportunity to rewrite the bill, his judgment has to be up 

or down on the bill as it is drafted by the Congress. 


Q' Don I t you participate on the Hill 'with, ' 

sUg;gestions? 


MR. QUARLES: Yes, that is 'right. 

Q': ~>Ron', I ~Ould like to ask you this. Is the 

Presidentcqri~erned 'that he is going to have the biggest' 

record in history for vetoes ? You 'know,' it Seems to me for 

a man who calls for conciliation; compromise, et cetera, he 

has not shown that kind of a relationship with Congress. 

What about al'l th~se'vetoes? 


MR. NESSEN: Well, t~e Presiden~ has only vetoed 

or announcedhfs in'tentionto veto measures which he feels 

are not responsibfe, and I 'don't know who is keeping the 

record 'but' - 

o Well, 16; isn't it? 

MR. NESSEN: I have not done a count today, Helen, 

but the President, as I said one day before out here, is not 

vetoing legislation for frivolous reaSons or to run up a 

record or to have a confrontation with Congress. I think 

you heard him speak yourself of his attitude of cooperation 

toward Congress. On the other hand, he is riot going to let 

legislation become law which he believes is irresporisib:le or 

bad for the country . 


. Q Well, many things do become law even when he 

vetoes 'them'so the question is, has he any spirit of compro

mise himself? 
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. MR. NESSEN: :l thini r~~nk.told you himself that 

the Pref?ident vetoed this, bill with reluctance. 'He 'would 

have preferred to sign a" responsible biil that met the' 


'qualificatiqns and that had 'the s:pe~ific ,pr.ovisions, in it 
'that he favors~ So he is not acting,irre~p6n$ibiy orin 
a non-cooperative manner. _ 'lie wished he ,coulcLhave signed 
a surface mining bill. '. 

Q. .,He is not trying to pull a. Truman per se to 

confront. Congress two years from' now witl1 ',the -- No. 


Q Was any e,ffort made ·to - 

MR. NESSEN:, It is much more important to ge~ 

responsible legislation than to build some sort of election 

issue. , 


Q Was an effort made to change Congress' mind 

ab~ut the mining provisions? 


MR~ NESSEN: I think we will provide you here 
shortly with at least a very small part of the record of 
the effort by the Administration to have some of the 
ambiguities cleared up so that he could sign the legislation 
which he wanted verymuc~ to do. 

Of course you h,ave to remember that the Administra
tion proposed ,its own" surface mining bill so it is not a 
question of not wanting any bill, it wanted a.billclearly 
written to take care of the problem.' 

Q What are the President's plans before he 

departs tomorrow? 


. , 'MR. NESSEN': I will have to look at the sched~le, 

Helen, but as I recall it there is some preparation time 

for the trip. As you know, Secretary Kissinger'returns 

tonight in about an hour and a half so he will be spending 

some time with the Secretary and with the staff members and 

with his briefing books. 


Q This e~ening? 

MR. NESSEN :'" This'. ~vening and tomorrow. 

Q . But he has no appointments between.now and 

tomorrow? 


MR. NESSEN: Not that I know of. 

Q But he is seeing Dr. Kissinger tonight? 

MR. NESSEN: I have to check that, Ralph. I don't 
know. Tonight or tomorrow or both. 
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Q Did you ever get an answer to my question on 
the NATO jet and who will be coming along to discuss that 
should that come up in the bilateral? 

MR. NESSEN: I have not gotten that answer, Walt. 

Q Did you rule out your reaction on OPEC? 

MR. NESSEN: You know, I have been out here for 
an hour and when I left there was nothing but news reports. 

THE PRESS: Thank you. 

END (AT 4:04 P.M. EST) 




